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ABSTRACT. The IAU Joint Disussion 16 (JD16) was held in onjuntion with the XXVthGeneral Assembly in July, 2003. Papers related to the maintenane of the International CelestialReferene System were presented in the one-day session, and these were followed by disussionthat pointed out the need for standard nomenlature. This issue was addressed by the formationof a Division 1 Working Group on the subjet. JD16 also pointed out the requirement for adynamial expression for preession whih was addressed by the reation of a Division 1 WorkingGroup on Preession and the Elipti. It also showed that although plans are being implementedto provide referene frames for the future, there is a need for improved oordination of astrometriobservations. Finally it should be noted that the disussion pointed out the onern for the futureorganization of IAU Division 1.1. INTRODUCTIONThe international Astronomial Union (IAU) Joint Disussion 16 (JD16) was held in on-netion with the XXVth General Assembly of the IAU in Sydney, Australia in July 2003. Thetitle of the meeting was \The International Celestial Referene System, Maintenane and FutureRealizations." The International Celestial Referene System (ICRS) has reently been rede�nedwith the adoption of an International Celestial Referene Frame (ICRF) and revised oneptsand models to aess the system. The ICRF is a radio referene frame and the urrent real-ization in optial wavelengths is the HIPPARCOS Catalogue. Maintenane and improvementof the ICRF requires ontinuing, oordinated observations. Extension and densi�ation of thesystem to other wavelengths remains as a work to be aomplished. It is also neessary at thistime to antiipate the maintenane and extension of the ICRF to meet future needs. The mod-els urrently used in the de�nition of the system also require maintenane to ensure that theyare able to meet improving observational auray in all wavelengths. The potential signi�antimprovement of referene frames from the results of future spae astrometry missions requiresplanning for the long-term realization of the ICRS. These topis were addressed by a series ofinvited and ontributed presentations
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2. PRESENTATIONSSession 1 of JD 16 was entitled \The International Celestial Referene Frame." It wasintrodued with a paper by A. Fey and J. Souhay entitled \Status of the International CelestialReferene Frame." C. Ma presented a paper, \Potential re�nement of the ICRF" outliningplans to improve the frame. This was followed by a review of reent work done in the GeosieneAustralian IVS analysis enter by O. Titov. A. M. Gontier and M. Feissel provided a presentation\Contribution of stable radio soures to ICRF improvements" showing the importane of soureposition stability to the astrometri observations. M. Hosokowa ompleted the session with apaper that he prepared in onjuntion with his olleagues entitled \Astrometri mirolensingand degradation of referene frames" that pointed out the limitations on auray imposed bymirolensing.Session 2, \Extension of the International Celestial Referene Frame" ontained presenta-tions dealing with providing realizations of the referene system in other wavelengths. C. Jaobsin a paper that he prepared with his olleagues entitled \Extending the ICRF to higher radiofrequenies: 24 and 43 GHz" pointed out the advantages to moving to higher frequenies. S.Urban followed with a presentation \Densi�ation of the ICRF/HCRF in visible wavelengths"showing plans to improve the referene frame of most onern to the astronomial ommunity.Extension to the infrared was disussed in the paper by N. Zaharias et al. entitled \Extendingthe ICRF into the infrared: 2MASS-UCAC astrometry." C. Pinigin et al. presented a pa-per,\About progress of the link optial-radio systems," and P. Charlot �nished the session witha paper, \Soure struture" desribing reent work in haraterizing soure struture.Session 3 dealt with models needed to analyze the astrometri observations that are usedto produe the ICRF. V. Dehant in a paper \Geophysial nutation model" desribed the geo-physial bakground of the reently adopted IAU 2000 preession-nutation model. P. Wallaeprovided pratial implementation proedures in his paper, \Pratial onsequenes of improvedpreession-nutation model." The philosophy and status of the International Earth Rotation andReferene System Servie (IERS) Conventions was desribed in a presentation by D. MCarthyand G. Petit. T. Fukushima showed a new determination of preession formulas and M. So�elet al. disussed the relativisti onerns with the ICRS in their paper entitled \ICRS, ITRSand the IAU resolutions onerning relativity." J. Vondrak desribed a referene frame providedlargely by historial observations in visual wavelengths made to determine the Earth's orienta-tion in his paper \Earth orientation atalogue - An improved referene frame." I. Platais losedthe session with his paper \Astrometry with large un-astrometri telesopes" that outlined workthat ould be done to improve the ICRF that made use of instrumentation not usually used tomake astrometri observation.The �nal session was devoted to Spae-Based Astrometry and Dynamial Referene Frames.It was introdued with a review of the status of spae-based astrometri missions by R. Gaume.F. Mignard followed with a review of reent work on GAIA in his paper \Future spae-basedelestial referene frame," and the radioastron projet was desribed in a presentation by W.Zharov and olleagues. F. Mignard presented a paper by J. Kovalevsky entitled \Misleadingproper motions of galati objets at the mas level." The relationship of modern dynamialephemerides to the ICRS was overed by M. Standish in his paper \Relating the dynamialframe and the ephemerides to the ICRF."
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3. POSTERSThe work of JD16 was enhaned by a large number of poster ontributions. These are listedbelow.Wang Wen-Jun, \Celestial three-pole rotations of the Earth."Hu Hui, \Optial positions of 55 radio stars."W. Dik, \The ICRS and the IERS information system."V. Martin, \Ground-based astrometry: optial-radio onnetion."P.C. Roha Poppe, \Relativisti referene systems transformations."E. Khrutskaya, \Pul-3 atalog of 58483 stars on the Tyho-2 system."I. Kumkova, \ICRS-ITRS onnetion onsistent with IAU(2000) resolutions."E. Pitjeva, \The planetary ephemerides EPM and their orientation to ICRF."M. Stavinshi, \Report of the WG: Future development of ground-based astrometry."B. Buiarelli,\Astrometri measurements of radio-stars optial ounterparts."M. Stavinshi, \Referene frames and ground-based astrometry."S. Lambert, \Coupling between the Earth's rotation rate and nutation."G. Bourda, \Temporal gravity �eld and modelisation of Earth rotation."G. Damljanovi, \ICRF densi�ation via Hipparos-2MASS ross identi�ation."F. Mitsumi, \On the onstrution of radio referene frame using VERA."A. Fey, \Extending the ICRF to higher frequenies: imaging results."P. Fedorov, \The star positions and proper motions of stars around ERS."T. Yano, \Japanese astrometry satellite mission - JASMINE projet."M. Zaharias, \The USNO extragalati referene frame link program.A. Kahrin, \An-all wave lassi�ation and priniple astrometry problem."D. Boboltz, \Testing the Hipparos/ICRF link using radio-stars."J. Souhay, \Numerial approah to the free rotation of elestial bodies."G. Kaplan, \Another look at non-rotating origins."O. Roopesh, \IDV soures as ICRF soures: viability and bene�ts."O. Roopesh, \USNO/ATNF astrometry and imaging of southern ICRF soures."F. Bustos, \CDD-based astrometri measurements of photographi plates."M. Crosta, \Relativisti satellite attitude in the realization of spae-borne astrometri ata-logues."3. DISCUSSIONAn open disussion prepared and led by P. K. Seidelmann followed the sheduled presen-tations. Notes from that disussion were taken by N. Zaharias and they form the basis ofthe following. To initiate the disussion, a list of referene system issues was presented to thepartiipants. These are listed below along with relevant omments by partiipants.Items for Disussiona. Preession-nutation ModelNew preession theory?What angles - Newomb or Williams?What nutation model?An abbreviated nutation theory with less auray?Inlude geodesi preession and nutation?Is it a BCRS or GCRS model? 345



b. Future of EquinoxIntrodue Earth Rotation Angle?Revise de�nition of ERA?Dual system by IERS?Dual system in almanas?Transition period spei�ed?For how long? 2004? Inde�nitely?. De�nition of equinoxInertial or rotatingd. Introdue Conventional eliptiHow de�ned, through x axis of ICRF? by node angle and obliquity?For what purpose?With what auray?F. Mignard emphasized that the elipti moves and will hange with time. D. MCarthypointed out that this is a subjet for the Working Group on preession and that a preise de�-nition of the elipti is needed for planetary preession.e. Terminology issuesCIO and TIO or CEO and TEO?Stellar angle or Earth Rotation Angle?right asensions from equinox only?right asensions from CIO?other terms?C.Hohenkerk remarked that some onepts seem odd, and that the user is not onerned"whih" RA,De is used, as long as there is some RA, De.f. Uni�ation of Lists of ConstantsIAU Best EstimatesIAU 1976 Astronomial ConstantsIERS Best EstimatesIUGG List of ConstantsJPL DE 405 ConstantsAstronomial Almana Constants UsedAre all these neessary?A joint IAU/IUGG ommittee?g. Rede�nition of UTCUTC tied to UT1?Use of \mean solar time"?Leap seonds or not?h. Implementation IssuesWho are the users?What do users need? 346



What is really used by the IERS?What is neessary for almanas oÆes?Standardized software?Doumentation required?Dual availability for how long?What to do now?i. Roles of OrganizationsWG on Referene systems of IAU Div IIERSIAU Comm 5Others involved?j. Possible ProedureIAU /IUGG? WG on Referene Systems with subgroups established nowDe 2004 WG proposals irulatedMid 2005 Colloquium for disussion of proposals and draft resolutions2006 Clarifying resolutionsk. Eduation PlanClear and onvining presentation of referene systems and justi�ationsDissemination of information with proposals in De 2004Distribution of 2005 Colloquium ProeedingsWide distribution of any proposed resolutions well before IAU GA in 2006In the general disussion following the presentation of the items for disussion K. Johnstonsaid that some issues might not be solved earlier than 2006. P. Wallae argued that we need toget away from the \one-or-the-other" onept and that algorithms are now available for bothparadigms so the user an hoose. C. Jaobs noted that users need more eduation so thatthey an deide how omplex they need to go for a given goal in auray. P. Wallae repliedthat there is a misoneption that the \new paradigm is more omplex," and that this was nottrue. The non-rotating origin proedure is simpler in onept; like spherial trigonometry andvetors: they are both there to hoose. A partiipant said that this is diÆult at the moment,that there is a need for eduation, and that urrently we don't even know what to all things. K.Johnston suggested that there is no need for the general astronomers to make a hange beauseurrent proedures are suÆient for their requirements. It is only the IERS and spae astrometryappliations that are onerned about sub-milliarseond auraies and need to use the newmore aurate system. It was pointed out that this was true, but people needed to realize thatthe basi values were oming from new de�nitions and methods.
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Division I OrganizationAt that point there was a break in the disussion, and T. Fukushima, President of DivisionI, presented some details regarding the future struture of Division I in the ontext of thisdisussion. He said that the ICRS WG has been dissolved beause it was too large, with toomany sub-tasks. As follow-up for two of the sub-tasks, two new Working Groups were beingestablished. These are (1) preession and the elipti haired by J. Hilton and (2) nomenlaturein fundamental astronomy haired by N. Capitaine.The new IAU struture puts more emphasize on the Divisions and the Commissions arenow dynami, with a �nite life time. It is possible to terminate ommissions and to reatenew ommissions upon request by the Division and approval by the IAU Exeutive Committee.Working groups an be established by approval of the Division, without Exeutive Committeeontat. The approval proess is fast, and an be done by e-mail, with no need to wait for aGeneral Assembly.Fukushima initiated a speial ommittee for the re-organization of Division I. Members areT. Fukushima (hair), F. Mignard, I. Platais, G. Petit, and K. Seidelmann. For the 2003-2006period (i.e. before the speial ommittee issues their reommendations), the proposal for ICRSrelated issues is that Celestial Referene Frame issues will be direted to Commission 8 and thatIERS related issues will be direted to Commission 19. A general disussion followed about theroles of Commissions 8 and 19.A. Fey asked about the urrent members of the ICRS WG and whether their expertisewould be lost until a re-organization was aomplished. Following some disussion T. Fukushimaresponded that the \WG ICRS" will ontinue to exist for next six months. During that time are-arrangement an be organized by e-mail.4. CONCLUSIONThe Joint Disussion pointed out the need for standard nomenlature. This issue was ad-dressed by the formation of a Division 1 Working Group on nomenlature. It also pointed outthe requirement for a dynamial expression for preession whih was addressed by the reationof a Division 1 Working Group on Preession and the Elipti. JD 16 also showed that althoughplans are being implemented to provide referene frames for the future, there is a need for im-proved oordination of astrometri observations. Finally it should be noted that the disussionpointed out the onern for the future organization of IAU Division 1. The pproeedings willbe published and distributed by the U.S. Naval Observatory.
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